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This edition of Budgie News will be my final one as I have
stepped down as Editor and BCV Councilor with the arrival
of our second child. The workload for Budgie News during
COVID has been significant, with limited show results to fill the
publication, additional content had to be found. Now with two
children under two years of age, time is no longer available to
support this worthy publication.
I thank all members who have contributed in the past and would
encourage everyone to contribute in the future. The magazine
is only possible and available in a timely manner with the regular
support and contributions from its members.
In this edition of Budgie News, we feature the work of the
Secret Vet, Darren Macfarlane, Col Flanagan, Peter Thurn, Rod
Turnbull, and judges from the 2021 Adult Championship Show.
Thank you to James Bader for judging the You be the Judge
competition, and congratulations to the winning entrants who
won a bag of Budgie Vic seed, David Smith from Gippsland Don
and Shak from Dreamtime Budgies.
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President’s Report
I am sure that we are all pleased that the start of
the new year has given rise to the opening up of
Budgerigar shows across Victoria. The Adult bird
State Championship show and the Young bird
Championship shows were both a great success
and well supported in getting our great hobby
rolling once more.

During the Lardner field days, it became obvious
that a few birds in a cage are a real head turner,
with over 85% of people walking past and taking
the time to wander over to the trade stand.

While the birds are the central point of the hobby,
after all my time in the hobby, it has become more
about catching up with long standing friendships
and talking about family, birds and other interest.
It’s great to be back at shows once again.

We have all enjoyed this top quality Budgie News
magazines, the challenging content and the overall
professional presentation, we must thank Matt
Emond for his wonderful contribution. However,
Matt has increasing work demands and a growing
family, and unfortunately, this will be his last edition.
I’m sure we would all like to congratulate and
thank Matt for his enormous contribution. Thank
you, Matt.

As many would be aware, the ANBC has decided
to cancel the National Show Bendigo 2021. This
decision is a great disappointment, especially
as next year’s show is locked in to be in South
Australia, meaning we could go another seven
years before it rotates back to Victoria. Council will
be working hard to ensure we get a National show
in Victoria before then.
As mentioned previously, Council has purchased
a trailer to accommodate the range of equipment
necessary to present a new and very professional
Budgie Vic trade stand; the Budgie Vic banners,
backing stand and table etc. are to be offered to
clubs for local pet expos, field days and hopefully
even the Royal Melbourne Show.
In the last week of March, Councilors took the
trade stand and tested it at Lardner Park Farm
World. I must say that even though the weather
threw so much at us, the attendance at the stand
was simply amazing.
When I first joined the hobby, Frank Gardner and
Harold Heath would have a simple trade stand at
the Royal Melbourne Show, animal nursery area,
and sometime after this, Ron McNamara would
travel to various pet expos with a large number of
birds, showcasing most varieties. Unfortunately,
this activity has not been undertaken for over 30
years.
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I feel we must reintroduce this face to face
marketing and seek out new members by taking
our great hobby to them.

Furthermore, after six years as president of the
BCV, I have decided to step down from the
position to allow myself more time for family
and to expand my parrot collection. I would like
to thank all those who supported me with kind
words and support since my medical episode over
Christmas and to thank BCV Councilors for their
understanding and support, and I wish them all the
best for the future.
Col Flanagan
President
Budgerigar Council of Victoria

2021 Show & Auction Calendar for The Budgerigar Council Of Victoria
Date

Event

Club

Venue

Contact

Phone

FEBRUARY
6 Sat

Club Champ

Dandenong

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Mrs Judy Wilson

9702 8070

13 Sat

Club Champ

Melton

Melton Catholic Regional College 109-141 Bulmans Rd, Melton West

Amanda Fonti

0414 011 930

14 Sun

Club Champ

Geelong

T.B.A

John Ennis

0401 914 784
0400 354 178

MARCH
7 Sun

Adult S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

13 Sat

Club Champ

Colac

Colac Youth Hall, Hearn Street, Colac

Ray Slade

0429 540 067

14 Sun

Club Champ

Riverina

Barooga Community Hall, Barooga

Robert Randall

0438 095 995

20 Sat

Club Champ

Ballarat

Brown Hill Hall, Humphrey St, Ballarat

Simon Meagher

5335 5454

21 Sun

Club Champ

Border

Mirambeena Hall North Albury

Darrin Roulston

0415 642 348

27 Sat

Club Champ

United

T.B.A

Vic Murray

0414 344 081

28 Sun

Auction

Geelong

Lifestyle Pavilion Geelong S/Grounds

John Ennis

0401 914 784

MAY
16 Sun

Y.B. S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

22 Sat

ANBC

ANBC

Bendigo, VIC

James Smith

budgeman77@
hotmail.com

23 Sun

ANBC

ANBC

Bendigo, VIC

James Smith

29 Sun

Auction

Dandenong

KK Auction, Dingley Community Centre

Mrs Judy Wilson

9702 8070

Auction

Eastern

Bedford Pk Yth Hall, Rosewarne Ln, East Ringwood

Robert Dagg

0409 652 962

Bendigo Exhibition Centre, Prince of Wales Showgrounds,
Holmes Rd, Nth Bendigo

Brett Ricardo

0409 572 442

JUNE
5 Sat
12 Sat

Club Champ

Bendigo

13 Sun

Auction

Western Sub.

Masonic Hall, Werribee

Wayne Cachia

0412 969 848

27 Sun

Auction

Riverina

Barooga Community Hall, Barooga

Robert Randall

0438 095 995

JULY
10 Sat

Auction

Melton

Melton Catholic Regional College 109-141 Bulmans Rd, Melton West

Amanda Fonti

0414 011 930

18 Sun

Auction

Bendigo

Lockwood Sth Comm. Hall, Lockwood South

Brett Ricardo

0409 572 442

7 Sat

Auction

Clyde

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Con Herouvim

0417 277 775

22 Sun

Auction

United

T.B.A.

Vic Murray

0414 344 081

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
12 Sun

UBC S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

19 Sun

UBC Show

Geelong

T.B.A

John Ennis

0401 914 784

UBC Show

United

Scout Hall, Irvine Road, Ivanhoe

Vic Murray

0414 344 081

17 Sun

Club Champ

Nepean

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Mim McQualter

0428 857 897

24 Sun

Club Champ

Eastern

Bedford Pk Yth Hall, Rosewarne Ln, East Ringwood

Robert Dagg

0409 652 962

7 Sun

Club Champ

Western Sub.

Masonic Hall, Werribee

Wayne Cachia

0412 969 848

OCTOBER
9 Sat

NOVEMBER

14 Sun

Club Champ

Clyde

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Con Herouvim

0417 277 775

27 Sat

UBC Show

Colac

Colac Youth Hall, Hearn Street, Colac

Ray Slade

0429 540 067

28 Sun

Club Champ

Baw Baw

Exhibition Hall, 15 Howitt St, Warragul

Darren Macfarlane

0418 507 379
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BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF
VICTORIA INC.
Life Members
Mr. A. Baxter

Mrs. M. Bridgeman

Mr. E. Carter*

Mrs. L. Church

Mr. B. Cunningham*

Mr. L. Downey

Mr. C. Flanagan

Mr. H. Gulovsen*

Mr. I. Hunter

Mr. L. King*

Mr. B. O’Connell

Mrs. A. Panter

Mr. B. Panter

Mr. A. Rowe

Mr. B. Sheppard

Mr. R. Skivington

Mr B. Wilson

Mr P. Hoadley

Mr M. Bridgeman

Roll of Honour
Mrs. A. Bassett*

Mr. D. Bassett*

Mr. B. Bates*

Mr. K Bridgeman*

Mr. A. Bugg*

Mr. G. Campbell*

Mr. H. Eady*

Mr. G. Farrar*

Mr. F. Gardner*

Mr. B. Grinlington*

Mrs. S. Harrison*

Mr. H. Heath*

Mr. R. Loats*

Mr. G. Manallack*

Mr. A. Marshall*

Mr. T. Munday*

Mr. E. Raven*

Mrs. E. Russell*

Mr. H. Setford*

Mr. L. Sitlington*

Mr. E. Stafford*

Mr. B. Tucker*

Mr. L. Vines*

Mr. J. Watts*

Mrs. Z. Watts*

Mr. T. Wilson*

Mr. M. Whittaker*

Mr. A. Yeatman*

Welcome to the
Budgerigar Council of
Victoria to the following
new members!
John Czech - Nepean
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* deceased

Exhibitor Status 2021
Champion Exhibitors 2021
Appelton, T & S; Baxter, A; Bader &
Turnbull; Broughton, D; Cachia, W;
Carro Family; Cooke, E; Ennis, J; Grech
S& T; Howard, R; Huth, M; Kamel, H;
Kruisselbrink, J; Leong, J; Macfarlane,
D; Martin, B; McNamara, J; Murray,
V; Orlandi, J; Paoli, M; Randall, M & R;
Ray & German; Rowe, A; Rowe Bros;
B. Schembri; Sheppard & Flanagan;
Slade, R; Stephens, R; Thurn, P; Vella &
Thomas; Wilson & Hoadley; Ron Wilson.

Promoted from Open Status to Champion
Status through accumulated points:
B. Schembri

Promoted from Intermediate Status to
Open Status through accumulated points:
Bradley family
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Chlamydia (Chlamydia Psittaci)
AKA Psittacosis/ Ornithosis in budgies
By Secret Vet

the eye.
-Cough and respiratory noises
-Diarrhoea
-Reproductive failure with birds that go stale in
breeding cage and sulk, infertility, addled eggs
and chick deaths.
As seen from the above symptoms, it is very hard
to diagnose a bird/flock with chlamydia based on
clinical signs alone.
Which birds are susceptible?

Budgie Health Check
Chlamydia psittaci is an intriguing organism
that almost all flocks will have. It lives inside the
bird’s cells hiding from the immune system. It
sits in cells quietly living and using the bird’s own
cell machinery to live, and this is called a latent
infection or carrier state. During periods of stress
or reduced immune status, the chlamydia starts
replicating in the bird’s cells and released in its
infectious form in the bodily secretions of the bird.
How is it spread?
Carrier birds/ infected birds start shedding the
virus to other members of the flock through
respiratory, oral and reproductive secretions
(including hens through the egg) as well as in
their droppings.
Stressed/ infected birds can cause rapid
amplification of Chlamydia organism in the
environment and the infection of other vulnerable
individuals.
What are the symptoms?
- Infected birds can have many symptoms that
can look like many other budgerigar diseases.
Symptoms include:
-Nothing, the bird, looks otherwise normal
-Fluffed and lethargic bird
-Nasal discharge- staining above the cere
-Eyes- red puffy conjunctiva in one or both eyes,
usually with wet or dry matted feathers around
8
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The susceptibility of individual birds to chlamydia
is due to many factors.
-Stress and poor health can make birds more
susceptible.
-Immune status, i.e. French moult/polyoma virus
carrier, normally has a depleted and reduced
immune function.
-Genetic predisposition. Some birds are just
hardy while others have inherited weakness,
which is why documenting birds that die or are
chronically sick is important; this helps establish if
you have a weak line/family of birds in your flock
and make breeding decisions to rectify this.
-Poor hygiene and overcrowding. The more
faeces, bird dust, moisture, dirty perches, the
more likely a bird is to encounter high levels of the
chlamydia organism making infection more likely.
What is the treatment?
1 ) Good breeding decisions
The best treatment is to breed genetically robust
birds that are resistant to low levels of chlamydia.
A bird can be assumed to be genetically robust
if it looks strong, fit and active, with all flights and
tail feathers. Birds that sleep a lot not actively
seeking a mate, missing flights/tail or show any of
the symptoms mentioned previously can assume
to be not genetically as strong. Unfortunately,
our best-looking birds are usually in the slightly
weak bracket; they will likely pass these genes
of weakness to their offspring. If you have to
use a suspected genetically weak bird, try pair
to a strong active bird in the hope they inherit
robustness.
2)Antibiotics

The most common antibiotic used to treat
Chlamydia is Doxycycline (Doxyvet) which
is a prescription antibiotic and can only be
dispensed after a consult with an avian vet and
a discussion on management and how to use
the antibiotic correctly. This frustrates many bird
owners needing to see a vet. Still, if it was freely
available for purchase and used excessively and
incorrectly, resistance is likely to develop, and
then no one will be able to treat this problem.
Examples of Doxycycline misuse and promotion
of resistance:
• Doxycycline cannot be given with any source
of calcium. If given with calcium, it binds and
inactivates doxycycline, and birds will get a low
dose of doxycycline, and this will help select out
Chlamydia (and bacteria) that are resistant to
doxycycline.
• Doxycycline is inactivated by UV light, which
will inactivate the antibiotic, reducing the
desired concentration and potentially leading
to Chlamydia (and bacteria) resistance to
doxycycline.
• Using probiotics while using doxycycline.
Oxytetracyline is an interesting loophole as it is
a non-prescription antibiotic that can be readily
purchased from pet shops and avian suppliers.
It is similar to doxycycline; however, not as
effective due to its pharmacological properties
and perhaps from over-use, but it is still handy.
Similar principles apply for the correct use of
oxytetracycline as they do for doxycycline.
Chlamydia often requires six weeks of treatment
with doxycycline and can leave birds susceptible
to yeast diseases like megabacteria (poorly
named as it is a yeast), sour crop as well as
overgrowth of organisms/bacteria not susceptible
to doxycycline. Some will add an acid (apple
cider vinegar 5ml/L or citric acid) to combat
this. Probiotics should be used after finishing
the course of doxycycline. Whether six weeks
is enough to clear all chlamydia infections is
unknown, and remember re-infection can occur
again easily in susceptible individuals from
environmental contamination, carrier birds or the
new introduction of birds to the flock.

rigorous testing is cost prohibitive for most. The
introduction of new birds bought from other
breeders and auctions will most likely reintroduce
Chlamydia. Eradication theory is therefore not
recommended.
What should you do?
If you have high fertility, large clutches and very
few sick birds, there is a good chance you
are not having an issue with Chlamydia, so
do nothing (that is not to say you don’t have
Chlamydia in your flock). Through good breeding
decisions, you have bred robustness into your
flock and there is no need to treat Chlamydia. Do
not fix an issue that is not a problem; the enemy
of good is better!
If you consistently have sulking birds, poor
fertility, poor hatching, addled eggs, chick death
etc., you MAY have a problem with Chlamydia
(and/or French moult carrier birds, which are
immunologically vulnerable and more susceptible
to infection). Some people in this category
will use doxycycline for a few weeks before
the breeding season to reduce the amount of
Chlamydia in the flock and environment. A word
of caution, however, doxycycline can’t be used
with calcium, so before pairing, hens will need
plenty of calcium supplementation after this
antibiotic course.
Dr Rob Marshall has a great chapter on
Chlamydia in his book ‘The Budgerigar’ which is
well worth reading. Unfortunately, the book is out
of print, but someone may have a copy if you ask
around your club.
We all, as Australian budgerigar breeders need
to reserve antibiotics for specific issues and not
use them regularly (they should not be used as
a substitute for good husbandry and breeding
choices), if you do use them excessively, your
flock may develop multi-drug resistant organisms
that cannot be treated and potentially impact the
future of the hobby for yourself and others.

3)Eradication
Eradication of Chlamydia is theoretically possible
(albeit almost impossible) but will require
consulting an AVAIN vet, one interested in flock
management and budgerigars. It will require
regular testing, antibiotic treatment and thorough
aviary cleaning, but eradication in a flock through
1st Quarter 2021 – Budgie News Victoria
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Report on 2021 BCV “Harry Eady”
Adult Bird State Championship Show
Many exhibitors eagerly anticipated the first
State Championship post-COVID lock-down.
It would be great to finally have an opportunity
to showcase our birds and get to meet our
fellow breeders, most of them whom we
had not seen for almost 12 months to the
day. Competition for the year commenced
with many exhibitors and clubs hoping for
good results. With last year’s Adult Bird
State Championship being the last show
pre-COVID, it has been a year since we had
any State Championship Show with no Club
Championship shows in between! This show
being under COVID regulations meant a
few extra measures were in place, including
sanitizing stations, line marking, checking into
the event and social distancing. Thanks to
everyone for complying with these significant
changes – luckily, we did not have any issues
with numbers as it was the Adult show.
When all entries had been received, there
were 724 exhibits entered from 14 clubs. This
meant one less club (down 7%) compared
to last year’s Adult Bird State Championship
show, and a decrease of 48 birds or 6%
occurred.
Comparing like-for-like by looking at the
average birds entered per club and the
average birds entered per class, saw the
average birds per class decrease slightly
(26 versus 28), and the average birds per
club increase slightly from 2020 (52 against
51). Beginner birds increased in numbers
compared to 2020 (from 44 to 65), as more of
these exhibitors now have Adult birds to show
but Intermediate bird numbers were down
compared to 2020 (from 150 to 129).

10
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The table below shows the last five years
history of the Adult Bird State Championship.
Our newer classes or varieties had mixed
results with solid numbers in the Goldenfaced
class with 25 entries, growing numbers in
the Dark Eyed Clear class with 23 entries but
surprisingly, only 23 entries in the Whitecap
class. Exhibitors may also have been
scared off with the new flecking Penalty &
Disqualification rules, resulting in 16 Opaline
AOSV benched. This was the lowest number
of entries in a class across the whole show for
the 2nd year running.
As mentioned earlier, one less club
participated in this year’s Adult Bird State
Championship when compared to the show
last year. The number of exhibits decreased by
48 entries, going from 772 to 724. With such
a large number of birds being benched, the
setup policy worked well, although a few extra
helpers cleaning the floor and packing the
trailer at the end of the day wouldn’t go astray.
The change to clubs nominating stewards
proves to be a good idea as some clubs
ensure that Beginner and Intermediate
members are being nominated. I believe
some stewards nominated due to possible
closed judging due to COVID (which did not
eventuate), and feedback is that they may
steward again, as it was a great learning
experience. This is the perfect opportunity to
understand the reasons for judges making
their decisions and better understand what
attributes a judge is looking for in an exhibition
budgerigar. The role of a steward can be
anyone from a raw Beginner to a Champion

exhibitor, so instead of just watching at the
next State Championship Show, participate
through becoming a steward and who
knows, you might also learn something in the
process. Multiple stewards being nominated
from each club are to be encouraged. Several
new Beginner members who were worried
about stewarding found the experience
very enjoyable and an eye-opening learning
experience. Just remember when stewarding,
it is the judge who is judging the class, and
comments should be kept to yourself, unless
requested by the judge, until after the class
has been judged.
As the early classes were completed, it was
clear that the same clubs who finished in the
top 5 were not necessarily going to finish in
the top 5 again this year. Last year’s winner
and runner-up (United and Melton) were again
well ahead of the chasing pack and having a
ding-dong battle for title rights. At last year’s
Adult Bird Shield, there was a difference of
only 18 points between 1st and 2nd, but this
gap opened up to 77 points this year.
United eventually ran out very easy winners
with 838 points (up by 138). Melton finished
second on 761 points (down by 79), and then
there was a gap of 133 points to third placed
Dandenong on 628 points (an increase of 52
points and a jump up from 4th place). A gap
of only 24 points to fourth placed Riverina on
604 points (up a massive 214 points and four
places) and Eastern Districts in 5th place on

567 points (an increase of 13 points and no
change on last year). Interestingly of the top 5
clubs this year, four of them finished in the Top
5 in 2020 but only 3 in the same position. To
all those clubs striving to improve your results
at the State Championship Shows, keep up
the good work, it is obviously starting to take
effect. The big question being; can another
club challenge the top two clubs in United and
Melton at the next Adult Bird or even at the
Young Bird State Championship show? We
will have to wait and see.
Interestingly, there were quite a few changes in
positions and some significant improvements
by a number of clubs and points scored
compared to the last Adult Bird State
Championship Show in 2020. Three clubs
had material increases in points (United up
138 points, Riverina up 214 points, and
Melton up 79 points). A number of clubs had
decreases worth mentioning, namely Colac
(down 101 points), Geelong (down 92 points)
and Gippsland (down 115 points). A number
of clubs moved multiple positions, namely
Riverina from 8th to 4th, Baw Baw (3rd to
6th), Colac (7th to 9th) and Gippsland (12th to
14th).
The top 6 clubs and changes to positions and
points are as follows;

As can be seen from the above table, the
clubs in the top 6 had only one change
(Riverina replacing Western Suburbs) but
many movements.
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The Best Bird in Show went to the Cinnamon
class winner, exhibited by Vic Murray, with the
Reserve Bird in Show going to the Dominant
Pied class winner exhibited by S & T Grech.
Special mention needs to go to the following
exhibitors;
• 4 multiple class wins;
• R Slade (Greygreen, Grey, Lacewing &
Spangle AOSV)
• 2 multiple class wins;
• Wilson & Hoadley (Blue & Blackeyed)
• J Leong (Violet & Hens)
• A Rowe (Lutino & Opaline AOSV)
• P Thurn (Albino & Clearbody)
• 1st, 2nd and 3rd in a class;
• M & R Randall (Dilute)
• Bradley Family (Crest)
• 1st and 2nd in a class;
• A Fonti (Dark Eyed Clear)
• Hall & Rice (Recessive Pied)
The unlucky exhibitors on the day with multiple
second placings, although most of them also
managed to win a class. The exhibitors with
multiple second placings are as follows;
• M & Randall (Blackeyed, Albino & Dilute)
• Rowe Brothers (Greygreen & Opaline AOSV)
• M Huth (Blue & Spangle Normal)
• Bradley Family (Violet & Crest)
• May & White (Lutino & Cinnamon)
• Hall & Rice (Greywing & Recessive Pied)
• V Murray (Spangle AOSV & Whitecap)
Some interesting changes in the numbers
of birds entered for some classes compared
to the 2020 Adult Bird State Championship
occurred as follows;
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Keeping in mind that the total number of birds
decreased by 6%, there were some interesting
changes as per above.
Photos of all class winners were taken on the
day with the usual mix of good and bad shots,
as is the nature of livestock photography.
At least one bird proved very difficult to
photograph on the day, so I had to settle on a
shot whilst the bird was on the bottom of the
cage.
The State Championship Show would not
be a success without the assistance of many
people. Thanks to our Show Manager, James
Bader, the unsung heroes of the administration
team, all of the judges, stewards and
exhibitors for being part of another successful
State Championship Show. Many of these
people go unnoticed, but we could not have
the State Championship Show the success
it is without their help – thanks again! Special
thanks to Darren Macfarlane and Roger
Watson for managing the Admin function with
one less person and Roger being a “newbie”.
Plus, we were all out of practice.
Remember that in the future, we need to head
the saying “many hands make light work”, so
at the next State Championship Show, don’t
just stand around “supervising” – pitch in and
help set up and pack the staging away.
All of the trophies for the Shield were, once
again, supplied by Kingston Trophies at
reasonable prices to support the BCV.
Please support Kingston Trophies to show
appreciation of what they are doing for the
fancy in Victoria.
Rod Turnbull
BCV State Championship Secretary

Report on 2021 Adult State Championship Show
Beginner & Intermediate Awards
The concept of encouraging Beginner and
Intermediate exhibitors to put their birds up
against the Open and Champion section
exhibitors is sometimes daunting, but to
see some of the quality birds benched by
these exhibitors at the 2021 Adult State
Championship Show is amazing. Not only
were they competitive against fellow Beginner
and Intermediate exhibitors, but they were also
competitive in many classes against the Open
and Champion exhibitors. Well done to those
exhibitors.
Most clubs are now used to the entry
procedure for Beginner/Intermediate birds, but
just a reminder - if the Beginner / Intermediate
birds are in the selected three club birds,
then no additional entry is required. You must

identify these birds as Beginner/Intermediate
exhibitor birds to ensure they are included in
the special awards.
Out of the total of 724 birds at the Adult Bird
State Championship, there were 65 Beginner
birds, and 129 Intermediate birds entered.
This was a fantastic achievement, and based
on the excitement and energy shown by these
exhibitors, the BCV Council will continue
including the format in future events.
It is so rewarding to see winners of the special
medals proudly displaying them after the show
and via social media. This demonstrates the
amount of enthusiasm that this special award
has generated.
Results for the Beginner and Intermediate
sectional awards are as follows;

Thanks to all those who assisted in making this a memorable day for many Beginner and
Intermediate exhibitors. Good luck with breeding champion babies from those adult birds.
Rod Turnbull
BCV State Championship Secretary
1st Quarter 2021 – Budgie News Victoria
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Adult State Championship Show 2021
Judges Comments
Class 1: Green Judge: Bruce Sheppard
Steward: Liam George

1st Bird Strong budgie with super directional feather. Excellent
show bird but not quite in condition.
2nd Bird Dark Green cock bird. Excellent shoulder and feather.
Tended to drop his wings when relaxed but a top budgie.
3rd Bird Lovely budgie with shoulder and directional feather.
Spots let him down.
4th Bird Showed well with good body length. Wings could have
been a bit tighter.
5th Bird Strong budgie but would not relax while being judged.

Winner: Lloyd Richardson

Class 2: Greygreen Judge: Derrin Ray
Steward: Damien Toohey

1st Bird A bird to desire to. The modern budgerigar. Fantastic
width and directional feather on this cock bird. Credit to the owner.
2nd Bird A lovely cock bird in great condition. Great cap feather
and mask.
3rd Bird A cock bird with very nice head feather features.
Slightly smaller than the first two birds.
4th Bird A very nice bird in near perfect feather condition.
Just slightly smaller in body size and head width.
5th Bird Very nice budgie with width and style. Unfortunately, this
bird had a fair few pin feathers on the day.
General Comments A fantastic class to judge. The top 10 birds are
a credit to their owners. Thanks to Damien for all his help today.

Winner: Ray Slade

Class 3: Blue Judge: Hedra Kamel / Peter Thurn
Steward: Kathy McCalman

1st Bird Very nice cobalt. Excellent width and head roundness
with mask and shoulder to match his wonderful head. Very good
colour and markings makes him the complete package.
2nd Bird Very powerful sky. Biggest and widest bird in the class.
Unfortunately, didn’t show well and some ticking cost him the first
place.
3rd Bird Very good show bird. Nice clean cap, mask and spots.
Lovely stance and showmanship.
4th Bird Another good show bird. Very steady shower. Good
frontal and nice tall stance off the perch.

Winner: Wilson & Hoadley
5th Bird Lovely cobalt with good shoulder and of good proportions.
Unlucky to come up against such a strong opposition.
General Comments: Super class of sky blues, with quality all the way till the 20th
bird. First 2 birds are real eye openers. Really enjoyed judging this class. Thanks to
the BCV and all exhibitors. Also, thanks to Cathy for an excellent stewarding job.
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Class 4: Violet

Judge: Alan Baxter Steward: Ken Brown

1st Bird Cock. Very nice outline, great directional feather. Tail a
little short, however a standout bird.
2nd Bird Cock. Another bird with nice outline. Big bird without
the same directional feather as the winner.
3rd Bird Cock. Another big bird. Lovely condition, overall a very
nice bird with a good mask and spots.
4th Bird Cock. A little smaller than the ones in front, however a
nice show bird in great condition.
5th Bird Cock. Another lovely exhibit in great condition.
General Comments Overall a very nice class with the ones at
the top end being impressive and down the line many with nice
feathers. Thanks to my steward Ken for doing a great job in
assisting.

Class 5: Grey

Winner: Jeffrey Leong

Judge: Ian Hunter Steward: Penny Gillespie

1st Bird Grey cock. Correct in every way. Lovely outline, face,
spots, length of body and top condition. Showed great all day.
Clear winner.
2nd Bird Another good one – lovely condition, good face and
brow. Steady on the perch.
3rd Bird Good Quality and showed well.
4th Bird Grey cock. Good all round bird in top condition.
Showed well.
5th Bird Also a nice one. In top condition, not quite as good up
top as other placed birds.
General Comments A really good class, birds to 12 were top
quality. Thank to my steward, Penny, for an excellent job
stewarding.

Class 6: Yellowfaced
Steward: Adam May

Winner: Ray Slade

Judge: Ray Slade / Phil Hoadley

1st Bird Very modern budgie. Good cap release with lateral
feather and depth of mask.
2nd Bird Another modern looking bird. Good top end but not
the lateral feather of the winner.
3rd Bird Good strong hen in great condition. Good mask and
spot.
4th Bird Good strong bird. Condition lets him down and didn’t
show as well as the first 3.
5th Bird Another with modern feather but tends to squat on the
perch.
General Comments Some very good birds on the top shelf but
condition let many of them down. Thanks to my steward, Adam
May, for his great help.

Winner: Ian Hunter
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Class 7: Goldenfaced Judge: Robert Randall
Steward: Tim Patterson
1st Bird Lovely Goldenfaced cock bird. Terrific overall length with
nice deportment. Good feather through the top with great depth of
mask and solid spots. Showed very well and steady on the perch right
throughout the judging. Worthy winner, congratulations to the exhibitor.
2nd Bird Another nice exhibition budgie. Lovely feather release in the
cap, great depth of mask and good overall size. Could have done with
a bit more preparation with the spotting and not as neat through the
wing and secondaries as the first place getter.
3rd Bird Powerful hen bird. Lovely active feather with very good spots
on a nice deep mask. Showed rather poorly at times and not as neat in
the wings as the top bird once again.

Winner: Bader & Turnbull

4th Bird Lovely cock in terrific feather condition. Very steady shower and well put together. Just not
quite as strong as the top 3 birds but certainly a worth 4th place getter.
5th Bird Lovely coloured cock bird that just didn’t do himself any favours. Looked good early in the
judging but progressively shoed badly from there on. Just not as big as the first 4 birds.
General Comments Interesting class of Goldenfaced birds. Some good birds in particular through
the top 10. Very large cock in 6th place that just had an eye issue and a bit rough in the wing. 2 birds
disqualified for non-compliance due to colour. Thanks to my steward, Tim, for his assistance.
Class 8: Blackeyed

Judge: Martin Paoli Steward: Neil Hunt

1st Bird An absolutely outstanding hen in all respects. Excellent
variety, size, shoulder, mask and shape. A credit to the breeder.
2nd Bird A lovely modern shaped Blackeyed that could easily have
won had he not come up against the first bird.
3rd Bird A very strong looking cock that had excellent size and
shape. Variety was one of this bird’s strong points.
4th Bird A modern faced hen that displayed excellent lateral feather
for a Blackeyed. Bird had nice shape, size and variety.
5th Bird Another nice cock bird that seemed uncomfortable with his
very long tail, distracting from his shape.
General Comments An excellent class of birds to judge. A couple of
stronger birds in 7th and 8th penalised heavily for their variety.
Class 9: Dilute

Winner: Wilson & Hoadley

Judge: Martin Paoli / Alan Ryder Steward: Neil Hunt

1st Bird A bird that has excellent Dilute variety and showmanship. A
power bird that has strong shoulder, mask and style.
2nd Bird Another excellent variety bird that has excellent brow, length
of frame and back line. Was in contention for 1st place until the 1st
bird displayed his wares.
3rd Bird A very modern budgerigar. Not quite the size of the first two
birds. Penalised for variety.
4th Bird A very good looking Dilute Sky that has good release when
relaxed. Excellent wing carriage, excellent mask and spots.
5th Bird

Very similar to the 4th bird but not quite the strength.

General Comments A good class of birds to judge, although some
of the tail end birds were heading towards Greywing and penalised as
such.
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Winner: M & R Randall

Class 10: Lutino Judge: Robert Randall
Steward: Tim Patterson
1st Bird Super cock bird. Very steady shower with tremendous size,
thickness and strength through the shoulder. Nice directional feathering
and cap feather. Stood really well on the perch at the right angel and
lovely buttercup yellow colouring. Congratulations to the exhibitor.
2nd Bird Another very modern budgie with terrific features. Lovely
length of feather, depth of mask ad size. Very little separating the top
two. Just not as good in colour as the top bird and a couple of flights
down on one wing.
3rd Bird 3rd and 4th birds are almost carbon copies. Very solid bird
in terrific feather with good size and deportment. Great colour but not
quite the feather length of the top 2 birds.

Winner: Alan Rowe

4th Bird As mentioned, very similar to the 3rd bird. Great size and
thickness once again. Just not as good in colour as the 3rd bird.
5th Bird Lovely modern top end with nice length of body. Good lateral feather and in great condition.
Just not the strength of body as the top birds. Slightly marked through the wing.
General Comments Nice class of Lutinos with quite consistent quality right through the class. Top 2 in
particular are very strong budgies. Thanks to the BCV for a great day and to Tim for stewarding once again.
Class 11: Albino Judge: Ken Pullen
Steward: Jen Jewal Brown
1st Bird Cock bird. Abundance of feather, large bird, very wide cap
but lacks condition. Strong bird.
2nd Bird Another strong bird. Large with good cap feather. Better
condition than first bird.
3rd Bird Cock bird. Good cap feather. When shows little smaller than
first two.
4th Bird
feather.

Cock bird. Body colour and a little smaller but good cap

5th Bird

Cock bird. Good cap feather but smaller than 1st four.

General Comments Thanks Jenny for stewarding. First 10 birds strong,
tended after 10 to have less feather and cap width.
Class 12: Dark Eyed Clear
Steward: Robin Leeburn

Winner: Peter Thurn

Judge: Jeff Orlandi

1st Bird White DEC. Nice big bird with strong shoulder with some
modern feather.
2nd Bird Yellow DEC. Nice big bird in good feather condition. Just
not the size of the winning bird.
3rd Bird White DEC. Nice bird with good feather condition. Showed
well. Just not the body of birds in front.
4th Bird

Nice bird. Just out of condition. Very similar to third bird.

5th Bird
front.

Lovely variety bird. Just not the feather or body of birds in

General Comments Nice class to judge. Winning bird was very nice.
Thanks to my steward, Robin, for his help.

Winner: Amanda Fonti
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Class 13: Clearwing Judge: Jeff Orlandi
Steward: Robin Leeburn
1st Bird

Nice bird. Showed well. Nice Feather.

2nd Bird Nice bird in good condition. Nice variety. Just not the
body of the winner.
3rd Bird

Nice bird. Good Variety. Not the feather of birds in front.

4th Bird

Good variety bird. Just down on size.

5th Bird

Nice bird. Just not the feather of birds in front.

General Comments Nice class to judge. Thanks to my steward,
Robin, for his help.

Winner: Darren Macfarlane
Class 14: Greywing Judge: Alan Ryder
Steward: Richard Hiscock
1st Bird
well.

Lovely variety hen, presented in good condition. Shows

2nd Bird Grey cock with good Greywing characteristics. Shows
slight signs of flight problems. Good spots and overall condition.
3rd Bird Another Grey. Good blow but lacks spot size. Great
deportment.
4th Bird

Good size but lacks deportment. Crosses flights.

5th Bird

Good variety. Grey. Small spots. Good deportment.

General Comments A pleasure to judge this class. Good varieties
exhibited although some work needed to present cages in this first
show in a long time.

Class 15 Cinnamon
Steward: Pat Vella

Winner: Martin Paoli

Judge: James Smith

1st Bird Nice strong Cinnamon Sky cock. Complete bird. Always
on the perch. Had to work him. Not a natural shower.
2nd Bird Yellow face Cinnamon Grey cock. Super showy bird.
Nice mask and spots with lovely feather release. Missing two flights
on one wing but otherwise lovely condition and preparation.
3rd Bird Cinnamon Greygreen cock. A super bird that would have
finished first, except for the missing flights. A wonderful modern
faced budgerigar.
4th Bird Another quality Cinnamon Greygreen. Not as full in the
face and not a steady shower. Very slight ticking. Unlucky to come
up against the quality 3 above him on the day.
5th Bird Cinnamon Greygreen cock. Lovely solid budgerigar but
out of condition. Wide face, lovely cap with good shoulder.

Winner: Vic Murray

General Comments A great class of budgerigars. A pleasure to judge them. First 10 were excellent
examples of the variety. Special mention to the 8th place – great presentation and a well trained show
bird. It’s fantastic to be at a show again – 12 months has been a long time. Thanks to Pat, my steward –
super job and very helpful.
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Class 16 Spangle Double Factor Judge: John Rowe
Steward: Daniel Ford
1st Bird Absolute super hen. Great width of shoulder and
excellent variety.
2nd Bird Another super hen bird with great size and the directional
feather we are looking for. It was very close between 1st and 2nd
with the first bird having a deeper yellow and slightly better variety.
3rd Bird A good long strong white cock bird who unfortunately
came up against the 2 hens but was clearly the third bird.
4th Bird Another good strong Yellow cock, long bird with
excellent colour.
5th Bird Nice White cock with good feather length and good
directional feather. Just not quite the size of the birds ahead.
General Comments An excellent class of Double Factors. Quality
birds down to 12 and then dropped away with from there. Variety
was very good with only a couple penalised for heavy body colour.
Thank you to Daniel for a great job in assisting, hopefully a future
judge one day.

Winner: Alan Baxter

Class 17: Opaline Judge: Julie Kruisselbrink
Steward: Vanessa White
1st Bird Very lovely bird. Showed beautifully all the time. Nice
Grey Opaline.
2nd Bird Lovely bird out of condition. Showed badly also
which did not help him. Still a great bird. Nice variety.
3rd Bird Lovely bird out of condition. Showed beautifully all
morning.
4th Bird

Nice Bird. Showed well.

5th Bird

Nice Bird.

General Comments Lovely class of Opalines. A lot of birds
were out of condition but still an excellent class of Opalines.
Thanks to my steward Vanessa White.

Winner: Rowe Brothers

Class 18: Opaline AOSV Judge: Alan Baxter
Steward: Ken Brown
1st Bird Cock Opaline Light Green. Clear winner. Lovely condition
and outline, nice directional feather. Top Bird.
2nd Bird Cock Opaline Greygreen. Another lovely bird with great
direction feather. A little smaller than the win-ner.
3rd Bird Hen Opaline Sky. Great directional feather, with a nice
outline when she shows.
4th Bird Cock Opaline Olive. Another strong bird, and when he
showed looked very nice.
5th Bird Hen Opaline Light Green. A nice bird without having the
same impressive features as the ones above.
General Comments The 1st four birds stood out with some of the
birds behind supporting some nice features. Thanks to my steward
Ken for doing a great job.

Winner: Alan Rowe
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Class 19: Clearbody Judge: Rod Turnbull
Steward: Michael O’Connell
1st Bird Grey Normal Cock. Lovely style and substance with plenty
of shoulder. Super top end with strong feather direction, mask and
spots. Excellent variety. Picked himself.
2nd Bird Greygreen Normal Cock. Nice long bird with good top
end. Not quite the width of the winner.
3rd Bird Violet Normal Hen. Never moved from the perch. Nice
width of face and directional feather but not the size of those in front.
4th Bird Grey Normal Cock. Lovely top end and feather direction
but out of condition on the day.
5th Bird Greygreen Normal Cock. Plenty of length and nice
face with good mask and spots. Messy tail and not as strong in
deportment as those in front.

Winner: Peter Thurn

General Comments A couple of nice hens in 6th and 7th. Top two picked themselves but nice quality
down to 7th place. Thanks to my steward, Michael, for an excellent job stewarding on the day.
Class 20: Lacewing Judge: Malcolm Randall
Steward: Jamie Macafee
1st Bird Nice big show bird. Good shoulder and nice stance on
the perch. Would like to see better spots but other than that a nice
strong bird who didn’t move all day.
2nd Bird White hen. Good active feather and nice solid hen. Would
look better if de-spotted but also had good shoulder but not the
length of body of the bird above.
3rd Bird Nice cock in great feather. Lovely active cap but not the
shoulder or substance of the birds above.
4th Bird Nice all around cock. Just didn’t have as much feather or
shoulder of the birds above it but nice com-plete bird.
5th Bird Lovely faced hen with nice width and mask. Just didn’t
have the body substance of the birds in front of it.

Winner: Ray Slade

General Comments Fairly even class, just a few backline and wing problems coming in, so breeders watch
out for this in your breeding. Thanks to Jaimie for his help and to the BCV for the opportunity to judge.
Class 21: Fallow Judge: Malcolm Randall Steward: Jamie Macafee
1st Bird Just a real good strong budgie. Thick from top to bottom.
Thick neck, nice back skull, never moved all day. Even with penalty
for Yellowface bleeding, he was just too strong.
2nd Bird Good Fallow with very nice active feather. Very showy and
unlucky to come up against the first bird today but very nice bird.
3rd Bird Another Yellowface. Good strong bird again just not as
strong in all aspects to the first bird and the 2nd bird just had him for
flare and showmanship.
4th Bird Another strong cock bird with nice face and mask but a
very poor shower on the day.
5th Bird Very nice variety bird just out powered today by some very
strong Fallows.
General Comments Great class of Fallows. A credit to the breeders.
This class has come ahead in leaps and bounds. Thanks to my
steward, Jamie, and to the BCV for the opportunity to judge.
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Winner: John Flanagan

Class 22: Spangle Normal
Steward: Nash Beniamin

Judge: Peter Thurn

1st Bird Green Spangle cock. Outstanding directional feather and
deportment. A little bit of blue suffusion. Excel-lent spots and variety
characteristics. Beat the second bird on deportment.
2nd Bird Greygreen Spangle cock. Big beast of a bird with lovely
flow but a little loose in the body feather. Wide cap and strong off
the perch.
3rd Bird Green Spangle cock. Wide cap and perfect spots. Could
have showed more consistently but when he did he displayed more
width than the 4th bird. Not the feather quality of 3rd.
4th Bird Greygreen Spangle cock. In lovely condition. Very
close placing between 3rd and 4th with the width of the 3rd bird
prevailing.

Winner: Hendra Kamel

5th Bird Green Spangle cock. Large budgie who showed well when settled. Not the deportment of the
birds above. General Comments: Beautiful class of Spangles with quality through the class. A pleasure
to judge. Thanks to Nash, my stew-ard.
Class 23: Spangle AOSV Judge: Bruce Sheppard
Steward: Liam George
1st Bird Strong cock bird with excellent feather direction, strong
shouldered bird and showed well all day.
2nd Bird Cinnamon hen. Lovely feather and style. A bit stiff to
come up against the cock bird.
3rd Bird Strong cock bird with a modern face, not quite the feather
release of the first 2 birds.
4th Bird Another Cinnamon hen with body strength, excellent
mask and spots – not quite the show bird of the birds above her.
5th Bird
bird.

Strong bodied cock bird not quite the feather of the 4th

General Comments Very strong class of birds and a pleasure to
judge.
Class 24: Dominant Pied

Winner: Ray Slade

Judge: James Bader Steward: Rob McLean

1st Bird Grey cock. Really strong modern face, great top end.
Strong across the shoulders and in really good condition. Got better
as they day went on. Congratulations to the owner.
2nd Bird Really nice Opaline Grey cock. When he shows, goo cap
and directional feather, strong across the shoul-der and in good
show condition.
3rd Bird Big powerful Opaline Cinnamon Light Green Hen. Lovely
face and strong across the shoulder, good directional feather and
good width of cap. She is in pretty good condition.
4th Bird Nice Skyblue cock. Nice top end and good width of cap
and good shoulder strength. Just didn’t show as well as the others
but a very nice bird.
5th Bird Strong Opaline Sky cock. When he showed really looks
the part. Good depth of mask with lovely big spots. Condition cost
him today.

Winner: S & T Grech

General Comments Well done to the BCV! Great to get to a show.
Thanks to Rob for doting a great job as steward and being very patient.
1st Quarter 2021 – Budgie News Victoria
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Class 25: Recessive Pied Judge: Greg Jones Steward: Mark Brennand
1st Bird Dark green cock. Powerful Recessive that stood out as
the best bird.
2nd Bird Green cock. Strong bird, clean and good variety. Down
on cap feather.
3rd Bird Cobalt cock. Excellent budgie with really good presence
and deportment. Penalised for flecking in cap.
4th Bird Greygreen cock. Nice strong shouldered cock. Down on
directional feather.
5th Bird Greygreen cock. Another nice bird but slightly smaller
than 4th bird.
General Comments Very nice class of birds. Strong directional
feather in top birds, good size and variety feature through the first 20
birds. Thanks to Mark for his assistance as steward.

Winner: Hall & Rice

Class 26: Whitecap Judge: Phil Hoadley Steward: Lloyd Richardson
1st Bird Good variety bird that showed well. Good mask, nice
directional feather and rolled it’s cap nicely.
2nd Bird Really nice bird from shoulder up. Good depth of mask
and nice directio0nal feather, great top. Let down by length of flights.
3rd Bird This bird might have done a lot better but was a total rat
bag. Had good shoulder and deep mask. Spent more time upside
down on the perch.
4th Bird Nice bird that would not show properly. Just kept laying
over the perch. Has a good deep mask, nice cap and directional
feather. Could do a lot better another time.
5th Bird

Big bird that lacked the feather of the birds in front of it.

General Comments Some nice birds but started to fall away.
The 8th bird would not show while judging. Thanks to Lloyd, my
steward, for his help. Nice to catch up with everyone. Well done to
the Budgie Vic.

Class 27: Crest

Winner: Vella & Thomas

Judge: Peter Thurn Steward: Nash Beniamin

1st Bird Violet Sky Cock. Well centred full circular Crest. Strong
frame with good deportment. Well done to the winner.
2nd Bird Spangle Opaline Green cock. Full circular Crest. Beautiful
feather around the beak. Not the body strength of the winner.
3rd Bird Dominant Pied Spangle Opaline Green cock. Sylish bird
with a nicer frame than the second bird. Flecking cost him a spot.
Close placing 2nd and 3rd.
4th Bird Skyblue Cock with a beautiful full circle Crest in
outstanding condition. Not the power of the birds above.
5th Bird Light Green Cock. Nice frame with a full circle Crest,
albeit slightly offset.
General Comments A nice class of Crests with plenty of full circles
to work with. This variety has come a long way. Well done to the
exhibitors. Thanks to my Steward, Nash.
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Winner: Bradley Family

Class 28: Hens Judge: Bruce Wilson Steward: Mike Huth
1st Bird Normal Grey. Nice face and mask, directional feather with
a steady stance and disposition.
2nd Bird Normal Light Green. Complete show bird with active
feather and blow. Displays all the necessary char-acteristics.
3rd Bird Spangle Cinnamon Hen. Good depth of mask and
forward push from the back. Overall excellent show bird.
4th Bird Normal Grey. Slightly out of condition, however
outstanding directional feather and calm attitude.
5th Bird Cinnamon Greygreen. Full size bird with everything
required in a show bird, just a bit less than the birds ahead.
General Comments Good to be back. We have all missed the
shows. Thanks to my steward, Mike Huth, for his unobtrusive
manner.

Winner: J Leong

Best Beginner Bird in Show

Reserve Beginner Bird in Show Best Intermediate Bird in Show

R McIntosh (Yellowfaced)

R Rodriguez (Greygreen)

Reserve Intermediate Bird in Show Best Bird in Show
May & White (Cinnamon)

Vic Murray (Cinnamon)

May & White (Lutino)

Reserve Bird in Show
S & T Grech (Dominant Pied)
1st Quarter 2021 – Budgie News Victoria
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USE OF THIS STANDARD - MATRIX (extract
from The Standard – ANBC)
1.For describing Standard Varieties.
2. As a guide and reference for Breeders and Judges.
3. As a guide and reference for exhibitors in ascertaining the classes in which to enter their exhibits.
4. As a guide for compiling show schedules.

5. Combinations of varieties accepted as standard are listed as groups under the primary variety
in the combination. Such birds are described as: Opaline (primary variety), Greywing (other variety)
Yellowfaced Sky Blue (colour).

Standard Primary Varieties 12-20 may combine with one or more than one of its group varieties, but
will remain the primary variety for exhibition purposes. The largest number listed in the numerical list
of sections and combinations is always the primary variety.
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What Variety Do I Have and What Class Do I Enter It In At The Show?
Supplied by Rod Turnbull
How many times have you heard this question at a
show? I am always willing to assist exhibitors with this
question that arises when they have a bird, particularly a
combination variety, and don’t know what class to enter
it in when they arrive at the show. It is not always the
Beginner exhibitor attending their first show that has this
question either.

The answer actually is quite simple and revolves
around ‘getting the naming of our variety correct’.
How do we do this, and what tools do we have
to assist us?
If we can get the variety name correct by using
two tools available to us, namely the ANBC
Standard Matrix and the BCV Show Matrix, then
the class to enter the bird in at the show then
becomes easier to determine. I will walk through
the use of these two tools in order to get the
variety name correct (using a consistent naming
format) and subsequently determine the correct
class to enter the bird in at the show.
A. ANBC Standard Matrix
Use of the Standard Matrix is a guide and
reference for exhibitors in ascertaining the classes
in which to enter their exhibits by understanding;
• Primary Varieties
• Primary Colours
• Accepted and Recognised Standard
Combinations of Varieties.
Steps
1) Determine the Primary Variety
This is always the largest number in the list of
sections and combinations. Therefore, if you
have a bird that is a combination of two or more
varieties, then the variety that has the largest
Section Number on the Standard Matrix is the
Primary Variety.
2) Determine if you have a Recognised Standard
Combination by reviewing the Section Numbers
under the Recognised Combinations section of
the Standard Matrix.
Example 1:
• A green bird that is a combination of Opaline
(12), Recessive Pied (18) and Cinnamonwing
(10)
• Recessive Pied (18) is the largest number so
this is the Primary Variety.
• Now look across the Recognised Combinations
under the Primary Variety - Recessive Pied (18)
to check that Opaline (12) and Cinnamonwing
(10) are recognised combinations
• Both Opaline (12) and Cinnamonwing (10) are
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recognised, therefore we a valid combination
with a Primary Variety of Recessive Pied (18).
Example 2:
• A blue bird that is a combination of Yellow
Faced (3), Opaline (12) and Clearbody (13)
• Clearbody (13) is the largest number so this is
the Primary Variety.
• Now look across the Recognised Combinations
under the Primary Variety - Clearbody (13) to
check that Yellow Faced (3) and Opaline (12)
are recognised combinations.
• Both Yellow Faced (3) and Opaline (12) are
recognised as Yellow Faced (3) is recognised
across Sections 4 to 20, therefore we have
a valid combination with a Primary Variety of
Clearbody (13).
Example 3:
• A green bird that is a combination of
Cinnamonwing (10) and Opaline (12)
• Opaline (12) is the largest number so this is the
Primary Variety.
• Now look across the Recognised Combinations
under the Primary Variety - Opaline (12) to
check that Cinnamonwing (10) is a recognised
combination. Cinnamonwing (10) is a
recognised combination, therefore we a valid
combination with a Primary Variety of Opaline
(12).
Example 4:
• A blue bird that is a combination of Clearbody
(13) and Dominant Pied (17)
• Dominant Pied (17) is the largest number so
this is the Primary Variety.
• Now look across the Recognised Combinations
under the Primary Variety - Dominant Pied (17)
to check that Clearbody (13) is a recognised
combination.
• Clearbody (13) IS NOT a recognised
combination, therefore we do not have a valid
combination.
B. BCV Show Matrix
Use of the Show Matrix (can vary from show
to show slightly with some additional classes)
becomes the guide to which class is appropriate
for the exhibit, once you have named the bird
correctly.

BUDGERIGAR PENALTY AND DISQUALIFICATION CLAUSES
FOR GUIDANCE OF ANBC JUDGES AND EXHIBITORS
(THESE GUIDELINES ARE SET AND MAINTAINED BY THE ANBC JUDGES PANEL, WHO RETAIN SOLE OWNERSHIP OF THE CONTENT)

Variety

Disqualification
Heavy Head Flecking:
o Intensity and distribution of melanin in the Frontal, Forehead or Crown equal
to or greater than any of the examples shown below. Borderline cases difficult to
classify as heavy or light are to be very heavily penalised.

Penalty
Birds of any variety or Colour with:
o Light Head Flecking – Intensity and distribution of melanin in the Frontal,
Forehead or Crown lighter than any of the examples listed under Disqualification
above. Penalty to be based on the heavier the flecking, the heavier the penalty.
Borderline cases difficult to classify as heavy or light are to be very heavily
penalised.

The above is an extract from the current ANBC Standard Penalty and Disqualification clauses
relating the Head Flecking.
The BCV hopes that this information helps exhibitors understand the rationale judges are using for
the determination as to how to judge a bird with flecking. It should also help exhibitors determine
which birds will be accepted on the show bench, which ones will be penalised and ultimately help
the breeder build and select their show team.
Please be accepting of the judge’s decision, as there will be many reasons as to selecting or not
selecting certain exhibits over other exhibits on the day, including different interpretations of The
Standard Penalty and Disqualification clauses and their application.
1st Quarter 2021 – Budgie News Victoria
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History of the Budgerigar
Council of Victoria 1974-1980
In this edition, we will continue to reflect on the
history, achievements and challenges of the
BCV from its early days. In light of the COVID
pandemic, the National, local club and State
shows were unable to proceed. 2020 will no
doubt go down in history as one of the most
challenging years to date for members, local
clubs and the BCV. The hobby has stood firm
over the years and will continue to go from
strength to strength in the years to come. The
history of the Budgerigar Council of Victoria
was commissioned by Council in 2014 as ’a
chronological document to record the journey
taken by many individuals over a vast number
of years.’ In this edition of Budgie News we
have also included the pictorial trend of the
Standard at the appropriate points in the
chronology. The forward to the History states,
’We felt it necessary to document this journey
and record the achievements made from the
beginning of the formation of Clubs, Societies,
to the arrival of a Standard for the Budgerigar
for breeding and colour expectations and
Show purposes.’
Every member helps shape the future of
the hobby. We acknowledge the work
and achievements from those who are no
longer with us, celebrate the success and
contributions of current members and aspire
to grow membership and recognition of this
great hobby.
In this edition of Budgie News, we will
continue the journey from 1974 and pause at
1981

1974.
An upgrade booklet of Show Rules, Standard
Bird outline, and colour classifications was
released.
I believe that it was about this year that
the Council decided to change from Club
Delegates attending monthly management
meeting to a Council of twelve elected by the
financial members of the Fancy for a three
year term. As it was deemed, that it is more
capable of getting things done.

1975.
Things were on the up. Rings. 1969. 51,700.
1970. 54,500. 1971. 59,000. 1972. 66,500.
1973. 72,950. 1974. 76,900.
Membership up by 150 persons with four new
Clubs affiliated; being Sale, Hay, Whyalla, &
Central Districts Budgerigar Society of S.A.
Queries from Townsville, and Port Pirie have
applied to be affiliated.
The first Interstate Team Championship Show
was held on the 25th May in conjunction with
the B.C.A. Annual Championship Show, in
Kensington. Exhibitors were present from
Sydney and Adelaide. Show dates were
pencilled in for Sydney 1976 & Adelaide 1977.
The seed was sown for the formation of a
National body of which all States are evenly
represented which will provide a forum for
discussion and exchange of Ideas. Providing
this great country of ours, from which all
Budgerigars the World over originally came
from, a National voice in Budgerigar circles
throughout the World and would provide a
united front whenever the need arises.
Champion Bird in Show; D. De Moore.
First Interstate Challenge Results. Vic. 110
points. S.A. 73 points. N.S.W. 48 points. (10
Classes)
The lead up to this Challenge is documented
in the A.N.B.C. History and eventuated from
discussions by eager exhibitors and Judges at
the Griffith Annual Show.
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1976.
B.C.A. Held their Annual Championship
Show and used it to select their team to go to
Sydney for the second Interstate Competition.
This was held at the Gladesville R.S.L.
Youth Hall. The team was flown to Sydney
accompanied by Ken D’Arcy and Harry Eady.
South Australia did not enter a team so it
was a two way challenge with Vic. (B.C.A.)
just winning, as written because of a mistake
in the greywing section on N.S.W. selection.
Scores; Vic. 57. Points. N.S.W. 53. Points.
(10 Classes.)

The U.B.C. Shield Show had a name change
from Lionel Sitlington to Harold Heath to
Honour his years of service to B.C.V. as
a Committee member, Judge, Secretary,
Trading agent, and a tireless worker for the
enhancement of the hobby. Also, a great
canary breeder.
87,700 rings 77/78 season, up on 76/77.
84,300. Rings purchased from the U.K. as the
local supplier could not guarantee supply. 22
Diploma’s issued, with 39 affiliated societies,
incorporating 900 plus financial members.

The Budgerigar Society of Australasia (N.S.W.
based) put out it’s fifth revision of the Original
Budgerigar Standard and while the colour
markings and general scale of points was
almost identical to the B.C.A.’s the accepted
pictorial of the bird was behind what was to be
achieved here.

1979.

The Geelong societies U.B.C. Spring Show
continues to grow in stature with over 340
entries.

Discussions as to adding two extra classes, in
the Shield competition, being Recessive pieds
and Fallows. Excited as to nearly 100,000
rings issued for the year. The Budgerigar
Society of Australasia celebrated their 28th
anniversary at the Rose Bay R.S.L. N.S.W.
Coinciding with the first National Budgerigar
Convention.

1977.
Two B.C.V. Councillors honoured, by being
appointed Life Members of The Royal
Agricultural Society for their work in the Cage
Bird section of the Show. Mr. Frank Gardner
(37 years) Mr. Harold Heath (36 years)
Both of these gentlemen contributed over 50
years as Judges in the fancy also.
The Interstate Competition was held in
Melbourne with South Australia being
successful. S.A. 94 points. N.S.W. 89
points. Vic. 68 points. (11 Classes) Hens
added.

1978.
B.C.A. Championship Show again held in
conjunction with the Interstate Challenge. 26
February.
There are four teams competing, and finishing
in this order. Vic. 151 points. N.S.W. 98
points. S.A. 89 points. W.A. 48 points. (11
Classes.)
The first Official meeting was held at this Show
with representatives from five (5) States and
positive steps taken for formation of a National
body with a National Standard.

Diamond Valley Budgerigar & Caged Bird
Society was formed.
The B.C.A. Championship Show was held at
Chadstone Shopping Centre Auditorium, in
February managing 923 birds benched. A very
successful two-day Show.

B.C.A. registration increased to $4.00. from
$2.00 from now on. Judges fees increased to
$4.00 to cover extra expenses.
There was no documented Interstate
competition this year.

1980.
A National convention was to be held in May,
in South Australia to discuss an Australian
Standard.
Council has decided to approach all governing
bodies from those States present as to an
Annual Interstate Competition to be held
on the fourth weekend in May on a rotating
basis. At this one Victoria was not supported
very well with only seven exhibitors making
their birds available. Six zones competed
with N.S.W. successful. N.S.W. 200 points.
South Australia 197 points. Victoria 164
points. Western Australia 118 points. South
Queensland 87 points. North Queensland 84
points.
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B.C.A. were well underway with their revised
Standard, and it was widely supported to
proceed towards acceptance as the National
Standard. Gerald Binks from the U.K. was the
International guest speaker.
B.C.A. Championship Show at Chadstone
shopping Centre was a relative success
again with 929 entries. Management was
disappointed with numbers of members to
birds benched. It has been suggested that this
Show be reduced to a one day Show in future.
Eastern District Society has suggested an
Adult Bird Shield be added to compliment
the both the Young Bird Shield and the
U.B.C. Shield Shows. The new Standard was
accepted by Council for Victoria. The Pied
Class is to be split into Dominant Pied and
Recessive Pied to begin at the U.B.C. Shield
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Challenge Show 1981.
The Fallow Class to be introduced at the
U.B.C. Shield Challenge Show
1983. 104,900 rings issued for the year with
41 Affiliated Societies. There was an average
of 30 Diploma Shows per year.

1981.
This was a very big year. The B.C.A. had 20
candidate members for the ballot to elect 12
Councillors to run the Hobby for the ensuing
three years. Big changes were happening both
in Victoria and Nationally.

BUDGIE
GOLD

Formulated in conjunction
with BudgieVIC.
Green Valley Grains Budgie
Gold is the perfect mix for
your breeding birds,
supplying superior
nutrition in a highly
palatable mix.

www.greenvalleygrains.com
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You be the Judge Competition is on again.
Thank you to James Bader for judging the
previous You be the Judge competition, and
congratulations to the winning entrants who
won a bag of Budgie Gold, David Smith from
Gippsland Don and Shak from Dreamtime
Budgies.
Have you ever thought about becoming a
judge and joining the ranks of the BCV judging
team or are looking for an opportunity to
sharpen your skills and identify what makes
for a winning bird? The competition is open
to all members, whether Beginner, Champion
or anywhere in between. The rules are simple.
Place the ten birds that follow in order from
1st place to 8th place on the show bench.
A senior judge will also rank the birds from
1st place through to 8th place, and if your
ranking is the same, you’ll be up for a chance
to win a bag of Budgie Gold from Green Valley

Grains. We have also included a copy of the
pictorial standard if required when making your
selection.
If you want to be in for a chance to win the
bag of Budgie Gold email your results in the
order, you would place them on the show
bench (please use the letter designated to
each bird to reflect your ranking) to BCV
secretary James Smith at budgeman77@
hotmail.com if more than one contestant has
the same winning result the overall winner will
be drawn out of a hat.
The senior judge’s results and the winner will
be published in a future edition of Budgie
News.
This edition throw your hat in the ring and
judge the Recessive Pied class on pages
34-35.
Entries must be in by 11:59 pm July 11, 2021.
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You be the Judge Competition
Results for the 2020

1st 2nd
D
A

3
G
rd
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4th
F

5th
J

6th
B

7th
E

8th
C

9
I

th

10th
H
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Judge’s comments by James Bader
• 1st Place D Sky Blue Cock.
Really strong Bird, good width across the
shoulders.
Very nice face with good directional feather &
width of cap.
Good depth of mask complemented with
good spots.
The photo definitely complements this Bird as
a modern day Exhibit, strong & powerful.

• 2nd Place A Sky Blue Cock.
Tough call, different photo, different angle;
if there was more Bird in photo could have
finished 1st, but the photos are what I am
Judging.
Solid Bird in great condition, good depth of
mask complemented with nice large round
spots.
Good directional feather with beak tucked
nicely into the feather.
Really good width & height of Cap feather.

• 3rd Place G Sky Blue Cock.
Strong Bird with condition & a small amount of
flecking costing him.
Really strong top end, good depth of mask &
nice large round spots.

The mask’s width is good but lacks the
required spots, making the mask look shorter.
He has good width of shoulder & a nice face.
Good directional feather & width of cap.

• 6th Place B Sky Blue Cock.
Nice Bird in good condition & strength across
the shoulders.
The gap in his mask between his spots does
hurt the Bird from a visual perspective, but he
does have nice big spots.
He just doesn’t have the directional feather of
the Birds in front of him, so the beak doesn’t
appear to be tucked in.
He does have good width & height of cap
feather.

• 7th Place E Cobalt Cock.
He has a shallow mask with small spots,
especially when compared to the Birds in front
of him.
From the cere up, he has some positive
features like good width & height of cap
feather.
Good directional feather, which is tucking the
beak into the feather.

Good directional feather, with beak tucked
nicely into the feather.

• 8th Place C Sky Blue Hen.

Really good height & width of cap.

Handy Bird in the Breeding room, depending
on what you may have, but we are Judging
exhibition Birds today.

• 4th Place F Cobalt Cock.
Nice clean Bird in good condition.
Not quite as strong as the first 3 Birds.
In saying that, it still is a pretty good Budgie.
Good depth of mask & spots.
Nice face with good directional feather & width
of cap.

• 5th Place J Sky Blue Cock.
Nice strong solid Bird.
As Exhibitors, we need to accept that some
Birds show better than others. Pretty sure
that this fella has not given us everything he
has, but here we go.
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1st Hen in the class.

Nice stock Bird in good condition.
Nice big round spots with good width of face
for the size of the Bird.

• 9th Place I Cobalt Cock.
Some Birds just don’t like to be in a show
cage & some don’t take good photos.
If this Bird relaxed, I am sure he could look a
lot better than he does in this photo.
With that said, I will Judge the Bird as it is.
He lacks shoulder strength but has good
depth of mask.

Doesn’t quite have the spot impact of some of
the Birds in front of him.
Doesn’t have the directional feather of the
Birds in front of him.
It appears that he does have reasonable width
& height in his cap feather but just needs to
relax.

• 10th Place H Sky Blue Cock.
Doesn’t matter what section you Show in
(Champion, Open, Intermediate or Beginner)
or how long you have been in the Hobby; we
all have to start somewhere.
This Bird could also be split for a lessor
(Recessive) variety.
Putting all that aside, this Bird just doesn’t
have the modern day features we are looking
for on an Exhibition Budgie.
Over many years I have assisted Rod Turnbull
with the BCV Shield (State Championship
Show) & ANBC Nationals Photos.

Winning Bird

I can tell you that some Birds take a good
photo naturally & some can take forever to get
a single photo that captures how good they
are.
If you get a chance to assist Rod with the
photos, I would encourage you to take up the
opportunity.

Winning entrants
who won a bag of
Budgie Gold were
David Smith from
Gippsland
Don & Shak from
Dreamtime Budgies
from Baw Baw.

BUDGIE
GOLD

Formulated in conjunction
with BudgieVIC.
Green Valley Grains Budgie
Gold is the perfect mix for
your breeding birds,
supplying superior
nutrition in a highly
palatable mix.

www.greenvalleygrains.com
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Having Fun with Texas
Clearbodies
Contributor: Peter Thurn
characteristics. The rump of the clearbody
is usually darker than the body. Just as their
appearance is partway between a normal
and an ino, so is their pattern of inheritance.
Like Inos, they are a sexed linked variety,
and they are the result of a different mutation
of the same gene resulting in partial inoism
rather than complete inoism (Lutinos and
Albinos). The clearbody is recessive to the
normal; however, it is dominant to the ino. The
table on the next page shows the breeding
expectations for clearbodies.

My journey with clearbodies started soon after
getting into exhibition budgies. I first saw them
when I attended my first Melton Club Shield
selection, and I thought they had a unique
look about them, so I purchased a couple of
hens and a split cock from some of our club
members. Since then, I have had a fair degree
of success in developing a line of clearbodies
and Inos that have picked up 4 National
Logies (and a couple of Logies for other
breeders as well!).

Inheritance.
One of the unique characteristics of the
clearbody is their mode of inheritance, which
adds to their appeal in the breeding room.
Clearbodies are sometimes referred to as “ParInos” (partial inos). In other words, they are
somewhere between a normal and an ino, and
we see that in their appearance. Lighter body
colour and some loss of melanin in the outer
flights of the wing are essential variety
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2012 Clearbody

The Clearbody Rules:

How I Breed My Clearbodies.

• Opaline and Clearbody are a good
combination as the opaline gene leads to
darker wing colour; however, this is not
rewarded on the show bench as the standard
does not give preference to Opalines over
Normals.

Most of my clearbodies are grey factor, and
I avoid green series clearbodies, this is a
personal preference, but it also comes from
a practical angle. I breed my clearbodies
and albinos as one family. I find albinos more
compatible with clearbody breeding because
your aim with both varieties is to reduce the
amount of body colour (melanin); this is done
through selection and the use of grey factor to
dull the body colour. When breeding lutinos,
the aim is to intensify the body colour, and
as a result, dark factor birds are often used.
When these good coloured lutinos are used for
breeding clearbodies, the resulting clearbodies
are often more suffused than desired. That is
not to say that I won’t use a green series bird
in my breeding program,

• Opaline and Normal are the only allowable
combinations with clearbody on the show
bench. Avoid using cinnamons, spangles, etc.,
in your clearbody breeding program.
• Clearbody cocks that are split ino are
usually lighter in body colour than “double
factor” clearbody cocks.
• A normal cock cannot be split for Ino and
Clearbody. It can only be split for one or the
other.
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2008 Albino

2009 Clearbody

but my aim is to turn them “grey” as quickly as
possible.
Clearbodies are a great challenge for the
Champion and Novice alike. Their interesting
genetic nature and the fact that you can breed
an exhibition specimen that can compete with
the best normal make them a great addition to
the breeding room.

2011 Clearbody
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The Deployment of the
Marketing Trailer
Contibutor
Darren MacFarlane
The Gippsland Field days, wow, what an
opportunity, 7500 patrons (capped this year)
through the gates each day. Green Valley
Grains, our partner in developing Budgie Gold,
allowed the BCV to debut our new Marketing
Trailers contents, Budgie Vic, to the public as
part of their plot for three days. The Budgie Vic
Stand was a great hit with the public.

I asked Ewen from the local Baw Baw club
to help with the stand on the Friday, and he
was great with the kids, being a retired school
teacher, and enjoyed himself immensely. As
the gatekeeper of the trailer, Martin was also
fortunate to attend and see the reaction of the
public and the interest.

I can still remember lining up in the nursery
at the Royal Melbourne Show, and it would
have been in the 70’s to see the budgies in the
breeding cage and the babies in the nest. It
was memorable for me. Colin tells me it was
Frank Gardiner and Harold Heath who were
the organisers of this. It was to be 6 or 7 years
after this I got into Budgies. Yes, it might take
a while to see these juniors come to us, but
we have little chance if we are not out there.
With this in mind, for this event, I was able to
have a breeding pair of birds with babies in the
nest, and I was able to modify a nest box with
a Perspex window for viewing of babies. Col
was excited, and he could remember how well
this was received at the Royal too.

At this stage, Baw Baw has two new
members from the event, gave out 18
membership forms to prospective members,
and we answered many budgie related
questions, leading us to hand out 90 flyers
based on the questions to the public, directing
them to the BCV website for more information.
We were also able to promote Budgie Gold as
the seed to use for anyone with an aviary in
the backyard.
Colin, Martin, Ewen and myself were rewarded
with a positive reaction to the display and are
convinced we need to get all clubs in Victoria,
to take on the responsibility to promote the
fancy in their own areas. The BCV now have a
tool for you to use. Please, if you are in charge
of a club, ask to use it, if you are a member of
a club, volunteer your time and promote the
fancy. It is very satisfying to help the public find
us and help answer their questions.
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Vale
Ken Blackbell
4th October 1950 - 10th November 2020
Ken took up breeding budgies as a boy and
recalled taking his birds to shows on the back
of his bike. This was the start of a 50 year
involvement with the Budgerigar fraternity.
Ken started in Maidstone and became a life
member and stalwart of the Western Suburbs
Club and served in many administrative roles,
not least of all Secretary for many years. He was
a “Son of the West” and a lifelong Footscray
supporter.
One of Ken’s major contributions to the
advancement of the fancy was helping form,
and being part of, the first syndicate to import
250 Budgies from England in 1990.
Ken had an eye for birds like no other, and
this was recognised by his appointment to the
senior judging panel before his conscription into
the Army at age 20. Ken remained on that panel
for almost 40 years and was elevated to the
ANBC Judging Panel for the final ten years.

Ken’s passion for
the birds was such
that he constantly
mentored junior
members and was
called upon and
willingly assisted
other members
with pairing up their birds at breeding time. At
the same time, he was an active breeder and
successful participant on the show bench.
Aside from the many hours involved with the
birds, Ken progressed with his career in the
printing industry, beginning as an apprentice
and ending up as a manager of a large
company, whilst at the same time being a family
man with a wife and two sons.
Ken passed away after an ongoing battle
with cancer. We extend our condolences to
Sue, Nathan, Adam and extended family. We
thank him for his participation, service and
commitment over many years.
May he rest in peace.
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Submission dates to be provided in
next edition of Budgie News
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